Liquid Notes gets an Alevel worldwide distributor
ReCompose enters a major reseller agreement with Best Service, Europe's largest distributor for music
software and virtual instruments.
Vienna, Austria  March 25, 2013  Best Service takes over worldwide distribution of Liquid Notes,
the world's first intelligent software assistant for music composers developed by ReCompose of Vienna,
Austria. The agreement will see Liquid Notes listed in major retail stores for music gear across the globe,
utilizing Best Service's strong retailer network.
Liquid Notes is an intelligent music production tool that assists a user over the entire music
production process when it comes to chords, scales and harmonic movement. It does so by making the
full range of the theory of harmony available, pretty much without restriction, through an easy to use
interface that translates complex harmonic structure into easily manageable building blocks:
●
●
●

Changes to (complex) musical arrangements can be done in realtime, without interruption of
the creative thinking process of composers,
Performing live to a song becomes a breeze with Liquid Notes correcting any wrong notes in a
melody played via MIDI keyboard or any other instrument,
Exploring new musical ideas in genres unknown to you is now a possibility with Liquid Notes'
AIpowered assistant providing suggestions and visible feedback in terms of listening habits of
the Western world.

As a first success of the partnership with Best Service, Musikhaus Thomann  Germany's largest online
retail store for music hard and software  has listed Liquid Notes in their portfolio already. Listings in
other major retail stores in the UK and US, such as Guitar Center, will follow in due course.

The manipulation of the overall aspects of compositions and arrangements (e.g., for accompaniments,
melody creation, song form, etc.) will become a reality in Liquid Notes 2.0, due in the second half of 2013.
Liquid Notes is a new, original idea. It combines three important elements in one product:

●
●
●

AI algorithms replicating human perception for harmony analysis, reharmonization, and melody
creation/improvisation.
An intuitive and simple graphical interface translating even complex harmonic structure into easily
manageable building blocks.
Educational qualities to explore harmony and melody, and to extend one’s knowledge.

Video & Screenshots
Watch a video of Liquid Notes in action: http://youtu.be/togSUzqzFKo
Find screenshots of Liquid Notes on our website  Screenshots of Liquid Notes.
About ReCompose
ReCompose develops methods and technologies for digital music production and an optimal experience
of music, making music fully interactive. This leads to the development of intelligent tools for music
composers and producers that help them get new and complex musical ideas (i.e. melodies, chords and
harmony, accompaniments, etc.), deliver these ideas fast, and optimize the impact of music.
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